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Estimation of hand preshaping during human grasping
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Abstract

A new method for evaluating hand preshaping during reaching-to-grasp movement is proposed. The method makes use of all five fingers
in estimation of prehension. The investigation was performed on six healthy subjects grasping three different objects at various positions and
orientations. The objects were presented to the subjects by means of a robot, which also induced perturbations in both object position and
orientation. Positions of markers attached to the finger-tips and dorsum of the hand were recorded by means of a 3D optical tracking system. In
the data analysis, the adjacent fingertips were interconnected, thus obtaining a planar pentagon whose various characteristics were investigated
and discussed. New parameters for the evaluation of finger preshaping, such as pentagon surface area, angle between the pentagon and hand
n ch is expected
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ormal vectors, and the angle between the pentagon and object normal vectors were introduced. The proposed pentagon approa
o be useful in future work when examining grasping abilities of subjects with neuromuscular disorders.
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. Introduction

The analysis of lower limb movements has been well es-
ablished in kinesiological research and in the rehabilitation
nvironment for a long time[1]. While human walking can
e assessed by analyzing the repeating nature of hip, knee,
nd ankle joint angles and by measuring the ground reaction

orces, it is impossible to apply the same methods to upper
imb kinematics and dynamics which are determined by the
ask and characterized by much more complex movements
hich are normally not cyclical. Therefore, the introduction
f the assessment of arm and hand movements in clinical
ractice is of utmost importance for improved evaluation of
arious therapeutical procedures.

In the past 25 years, reaching and grasping studies have
ften been carried out by cognitive psychologists who at-

empted to explain how the brain develops and optimizes
he reaching paths[2,3]. Jeannerod[4] suggested that the
eaching-to-grasp movement consists of two independent
omponents controlled by different visuo-motor channels:

∗

a relatively simple transport phase and a more complex
hension phase. More recent studies[5,6] show that hand pre
shaping appears to be coordinated with hand transpo
stated by Haggard and Wing[6], the pattern of coordinatio
depends both on cognitive factors, such as subject’s d
of certainty about the accuracy of hand transport, and lo
level factors responsible for maintaining synergy betw
preshaping and transport components.

In the field of biomechanics, most upper-limb studies h
been oriented towards arm movement, exploring joint an
of shoulder, elbow, and wrist[7,8] with the intention of deve
oping prosthetic limbs and complex rehabilitation thera
such as robotic assistance in neuro and motor rehabilit
[9]. Recent studies dealing with fingers[10,11] are mostly
oriented towards measurement and analysis of finger f
or torques, which occur during gripping in finger joints a
between fingers and an object.

In this study, we are less interested in arm movement
ing the approaching phase and grip forces during the co
phase, but more in preshaping of the fingers into an appr
ate grip. From the rehabilitation point of view, the approa
ing phase of the hand represents an important aspect of
Corresponding author. Tel.: +386 1 476 8236; fax: +386 1 476 8239.
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cord injury) patients have more difficulties opening the hand
than closing it. Schettino et al.[12] studied the evolution of
hand preshaping in Parkinson patients. Their results indicate
that these patients are capable of specifying the movement
direction, while their hand prehension exhibits substantial
deviations.

So far, hand preshaping has usually been described by
terms such as hand aperture[6] and hand orientation[13,14].
The term ‘hand aperture’ describes hand opening during the
approaching phase of grasping and is defined as the distance
between the thumb and the index finger. The advantage of
such a description is its simplicity. Despite the fact that the
thumb and index finger probably have an important role in
grasping, it should not be forgotten that most of the grasp-
ing modes require the cooperation of all five digits and not
only the thumb and the index finger. Therefore, such a def-
inition of hand aperture unjustifiably ignores the influence
of other fingers. Hand orientation is described by the op-
position axis (the line connecting the tips of the thumb and
the index finger at the end of movement) and hand azimuth
(the projection of the hand longitudinal axis to the horizon-
tal plane). In this case, the opposition axis and the hand az-
imuth describe the orientation of the palm, while the infor-
mation about finger orientation towards the palm is miss-
ing.

The purpose of this study was to develop a new concept
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2.3. Instrumentation and experimental set-up

The aim of the experiment was to study various grasping
strategies used in interaction with objects of various intrinsic
(primarily shape) and extrinsic characteristics (position and
orientation). Their sizes and shapes were chosen in such a
way that objects used in the experiment corresponded to the
objects widely used in daily life (e.g. glass, book, video-
cassette, paper file, etc.).

The task presented to the human subject was to
grasp three different objects by performing the most
natural hand movement. The objects were:a block
(width = 12 cm, height = 6 cm, length = 20 cm),a cylinder
(diameter = 6 cm, height = 12 cm), anda thin plate (thick-
ness = 5 mm, width = 14 cm, length = 20 cm). The objects
were made out of glass-reinforced polyester with a
polyurethane foam core, ensuring low object weight.

The objects were presented to the subject by means of
a robot. A positionally controlled anthropomorphic 6DOF,
robot manipulator Stäubli RX90 was used for precisely
moving the objects into selected positions and orientations
(Fig. 1). We found multiple advantages to using robots in
grasping experiments. Firstly, it needs to be emphasized that
the experiment could be smoothly controlled by the robot.
Once the subject started with the movement, there was no
direct interaction between the subject and the experimenter
m auto-
m ove-
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or estimating hand preshaping, which will include all fing
ith the aim of evaluating grasping in the rehabilitation p
ess and in planning grasping modes of multifingered ro
ands.

. Methods

.1. Subjects

Six young-adult healthy subjects (average age 27± 2.36
ear) with no prior history of neurological disorders and n
omuscular injuries have participated in the study. All v
nteers were right-handed males who after being infor
bout the experimental aim of the study gave their cons

.2. 3D movement recording

A 3D tracking system OPTOTRAK/3010 (Northern Di
al, Waterloo, Canada) was used to precisely record the
ovements during the experiment (Fig. 1). Fourteen infrared
mitting markers were used and measured at a samplin
uency of 100 Hz. Eight markers were attached to the
and: five on the tips of all fingers and three on the dor
f the hand (one at the centre of the capitate bone and
t the distal end of the metacarpal bone of the second

ourth fingers). Out of the remaining six markers three w
ttached to the observed object and three to the table p

ng us with information about the table and object coordi
ystems.
aking the measurement process almost completely
ated. Secondly, it should be mentioned that the robot m
ents are highly precise, ensuring exactly the same i
ositions of objects in every consecutive experiment. Ou

ention was also to study the influence of sudden object in
osition (or orientation) changes inflicted on grasping m
ent. The use of the robot was found to be very conve

ince, it was possible to move or reorient the object with
elocity and precision.

The object–robot interface was designed as a tray
tructure attached to the robot end-effector. A perma

ig. 1. The object presented to the subject by a robot. Movemen
ecorded with the OPTOTRAK system.
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magnet was mounted on the tray, while a thin iron surface
was attached to the bottom of each object. The force of the
magnet was chosen in such a way that the magnet was strong
enough to carry the object during fast changes of orientation
(light weight material was used for objects construction) and
yet weak enough to allow easy object lifting from the magnet
by the subject.

The subjects were seated comfortably in front of a flat table
(width = 64 cm, length = 50 cm, height = 78 cm), as shown in
Fig. 2A. It can also be seen that the right hand was placed at
the right corner of the table with the palm facing the table and
the third finger touching a marked line. With the left hand,
a push-button at the left corner of the table was pressed in
order to initiate the experiment when the subject was ready.
All subjects were instructed to reach, grasp and detach the
magnet-attached object, and finally place it at the center of
the table. They were asked not to move their trunk during the
task and to make fast and accurate arm and hand movements.

For each object we selected different initial positions or
orientations. The block object changed only its orientation
thus maintaining constant position. It was initially placed
in front of the right hand, in the right corner of the table
(Fig. 2A) with its longitudinal axis parallel to the subject’s
sagittal plane, at a distance of 24 cm. The horizontal distance
between the tip of the third finger and the block’s center of
gravity (COG) was 30 cm. The initial orientation of the object
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Fig. 2. Experimental set-up: positions and orientations of the block (A),
cylinder (B), and plate (C) (* signifies the object COG).

of the table coordinate frame. During the perturbation the
plate was rotated by 30◦ counter-clockwise, starting from the
initial vertical position seen inFig. 3C. The different config-
urations of the plate were labeled as: VE (vertical) and PERT
(perturbation).

Although the subjects were instructed to grasp the objects
in the most comfortable manner, and no precise instructions
about the grasp type were given, all the subjects used the
as horizontal as seen fromFig. 2A. The coordinate frame
ere attached to the object and the table. Therefore, fo
orizontally oriented block, the object coordinate frame a
orresponded to the table coordinate frame axes. The s
rientation was vertical, obtained from the horizontal p

ion rotating the object by 90◦ counter-clockwise, along th
-axis of the object, while not changing the position of
lock’s COG. The perturbations consisted of rapid cha

n block orientation from horizontal to vertical in count
lockwise direction and back to horizontal in clockwise
ection. Therefore, the block was placed in a total of four
erent configurations: HO (horizontal), VE (vertical), PER
from horizontal to vertical), and PERT2 (from vertical
orizontal).

The cylinder changed its position while maintaining c
tant orientation. During the perturbation, it was abru
oved from position 1 to 3 (Fig. 2B). For all three pos

ions the COG remained on a plane, which is parallel to
ubject’s frontal plane, along the line, which is 45◦ inclined
owards thex-axis of the table frame. In each position,
-axis, emanating from the top surface of the object, co
ponds to the vertical axis of the table frame. The diffe
ylinder configurations were labeled as: DL (down-left),
up-right), and PERT (perturbation of the cylinder).

The plate went through two orientations while mainta
ng the same position. In the first case, it was placed in fro
he right hand of the subject, parallel with the sagittal plan
he subject, as shown inFig. 3C. In this vertical orientation o
he plate, thez-axis of the object reference frame, emana
rom the right surface of the plate, corresponded to thex-axis
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Fig. 3. Trajectory of the fingers pentagon during the reaching-to-grasp
movement.

same grasping approach: the block and the cylinder were
grasped by a power, volar grasp involving fingers and the
palmar surface. The grip used for grasping the plate was a
pinch grasp involving all fingers and barely the palm. We
could also deduce that the block was grasped from the top,
the cylinder from the side and the plate from the front side,
nearest to the subject.

2.4. Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure was always started with a
command issued by the experimenter instructing the robot
to move the object into the “home” position. The subject,
when ready, pressed a push-button on the table and the robot
transferred the object into a randomly selected initial posi-
tion. When the object reached the initial position, OPTO-
TRAK started with data acquisition. Three seconds later, an
audio signal informed the subject to commence with grasp-
ing. In the case when there was a perturbation, robot moved
the object into a new position (for cylinder) or orientation
(for block and plate), 0.3 s after the issued audio signal. This
movement occurred so rapidly that the object reached the
new position (or orientation) before the subject’s hand could
come in contact with the object. Upon grasping the object,
the subject detached it from the magnet and placed it at
t ac-
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Fig. 4. Position of eight markers on the tips of the fingers and dorsum of
the hand. The pentagon connecting the finger markers is characterized by its
center of gravity (PCOG) and normalnp. (xhyhzh) represents hand coordinate
system.

a movement as natural as possible and was out of the scope
of our interest.

The movement onset was determined as the first change of
the capitate marker position since we have always observed
that this marker starts moving before the others do. The end
of the movement was determined with the moment when the
vertical and horizontal positions of all finger markers stabi-
lized for a while, prior to a new change caused by lifting
the object and placing it on to the table. The endpoint of
the movement was further determined by observing the point
where the interfinger distance stopped decreasing[15]. The
time normalization of all the assessed data was performed.
The marker trajectories were plotted against the percentage
of the movement duration.

The hand coordinate frame was defined using markers po-
sitioned at the dorsum of the hand, as shown inFig. 4. The
frame origin was defined by the m8 marker, which was posi-
tioned at the center of the capitate bone. Thexh-axis points
from the origin to the middle point between m6 and m7 mark-
ers positioned on metacarpophalangeal joints of second and
fourth finger. Thezh-axis is perpendicular to the plane de-
fined by the three dorsum markers making theyh-axis a cross-
product of the axeszh andxh.

We defined thefingers pentagonas a planar shape inter-
connecting the markers of adjacent fingertips. Since all finger
markers never lie in the same plane, we selected three markers
d ain-
i ane.
T dex
fi ark-
e and
f mi-
n ade
b fin-
g 24
d and
p can
b e con-
s re,
he center of the table. OPTOTRAK stopped the data
uisition after 6 s and the subject returned the object

o the robot tray. The experimenter moved the robot b
nto the “home” position and the procedure continued
il five trials of object grasping in all previously describ
ositions and orientations were recorded. As each g

ng attempt was repeated five times, there were all tog
× (4block + 3cylinder+ 2plate) = 45 recordings for every su

ect.

.5. Data processing

The reaching-to-grasp movement started with lifting o
alm from the table and finished with a stable object gr
he purpose of detaching the object from the tray at the r
nd-effector and placing it on the table was primarily to ob
efining the pentagon plane, while the markers of the rem
ng two fingers were perpendicularly projected onto the pl
aking into account the leading role of the thumb and in
nger in grasping, we defined this plane with these two m
rs while the third marker was chosen between the third

ourth finger. It was assumed that the fourth finger plays a
or role in grasp formation. Therefore, a selection was m
etween two plane definitions: thumb–index finger–third
er (‘123 digits’) and thumb–index finger–fourth finger (‘1
igits’) plane.Table 1states the distances between real
rojected marker positions for the remaining fingers. It
e deduced that the average distances (i.e. errors) hav
iderably lower values for the ‘124 digit’ plane. Therefo
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Table 1
Selection of the markers defining the pentagon plane according to the mean
distances between the real and projected positions of markers of the remain-
ing two fingers for ‘123 digits’ and ‘124 digits’ plane

Object Mean distance (±S.D.) (mm)

123 digits plane 124 digits plane

4th digit 5th digit 3rd digit 5th digit

Block (HO) 6.1 (±2.6) 15.8 (±9.2) 3.1 (±1.2) 8.6 (±4.2)
Block (VE) 7.6 (±2.9) 18.0 (±6.9) 3.5 (±1.6) 9.1 (±2.7)
Block (PERT1) 7.5 (±3.8) 19.8 (±9.5) 3.6 (±1.9) 9.2 (±1.7)
Block (PERT2) 6.6 (±1.8) 15.8 (±8.4) 3.0 (±1.1) 8.6 (±4.3)
Cyl (DL) 10.5 (±2.4) 28.0 (±3.0) 5.6 (±1.2) 12.3 (±2.7)
Cyl (UR) 12.6 (±1.5) 32.4 (±2.7) 6.8 (±0.9) 14.0 (±2.5)
Cyl (PERT) 11.3 (±2.7) 29.8 (±7.6) 6.3 (±1.9) 13.0 (±4.9)
Plate (VE) 9.1 (±1.9) 24.8 (±4.1) 4.6 (±0.8) 10.8 (±3.6)
Plate (PERT) 9.3 (±2.5) 25.6 (±7.7) 4.8 (±1.2) 11.3 (±4.8)

Mean (±S.D.) 8.9 (±2.2) 23.3 (±6.2) 4.6 (±1.4) 10.7 (±2.0)

Distances are averaged for six subjects, over five repetitions and for the
whole duration of the movement.

the plane defined by the thumb, index, and fourth finger was
chosen as the pentagon plane.

An example of the pentagon spatial visualization is shown
in Fig. 3. The figure presents a trajectory of the pentagon
toward the block in horizontal position, as assessed for one
of the tested subjects.

Three pentagon characteristics were analyzed. Thefirst
parameter was pentagon surface area denoted as PSA, which
describes hand opening. The peak value of PSA hence rep-
resents maximal hand opening. Thesecondparameter was
defined to be the angle between the pentagon normal em-
anating from the pentagon center of gravity and the hand
normal defined by thezh-axis of the hand coordinate frame.
Here, it must be noticed that the direction of the pentagon
normal is the same as the direction of a normal defined
by a triangle connecting the tips of the thumb, index, and
fourth finger. The pentagon, pentagon normalnp, and hand
normal zh are presented inFig. 4. The angle between the
pentagon and hand normals describes the fingers preshap-
ing with regard to the dorsum of the hand. As thethird pa-
rameter we have introduced the angle between the pentagon
and object normals, which indicates the fingers preshaping
with regard to the object. The object normal was defined as
the z unit vector of the object frame, emanating from the
top surface of the block (in HO orientation) and from the
right side of the plate (as seen inFig. 2A and C, respec-
t rmal
t n in
F que.
T lated
a

∠

w l.

Fig. 5. Maximal pentagon surface area (±S.D.) (columns) and time of oc-
currence (black squares), for all objects and their positions and orientations.

3. Results

3.1. Pentagon surface area

PSA is first increasing and afterwards decreasing during
the approaching phase of grasping. The curve is bell shaped
and characterized by a single peak whose value and time-
of-occurrence vary, depending on the characteristics of the
object to be grasped.Fig. 5 shows the maximal PSA values
and corresponding times of occurrence together with apper-
taining standard deviations, averaged over six subjects and
five repetitions of the grasping movement. It can be observed
that maximal PSA depends on the object shape and the area of
the object surface towards which the hand approaches. PSA
has the highest values for the largest object, i.e. block. The
lowest values of maximal PSA occur for the thin plate. Dif-
ferent orientations of the block obviously also influence the
maximal PSA. The value for the block in HO orientation is
noticeably higher then for the block in VE orientation. Also,
the perturbation of the block during grasping influences the
hand opening. Maximal PSA is higher for PERT2 orientation
of the block with regard to its HO orientation and similarly for
PERT1 with regard to VE orientation. In the case of the cylin-
der, the maximal PSA values remain constant, regardless of
the position and perturbation of the object. The perturbation
also had no effect on maximal PSA in case of a thin plate.
A A
i r the
v

3
n

the
p d al-
m ers
p hand
m their
fi n be
ively). In the case of the cylinder, we have taken the no
o be thez unit vector from the circular surface (as see
ig. 2B) since the normal to the lateral surface is never uni
he spatial angle between both normals was then calcu
s:

(�np, �z) = arccos
�np�z

|�np||�z|

here�np is the pentagon and�z is the hand or object norma
ccording toFig. 5, the time of occurrence of maximal PS
s clearly related to the value of maximal PSA: the highe
alue of the maximal PSA, the later its occurrence.

.2. The angle between the pentagon and the hand
ormal

Fig. 6 shows the trajectories of the angles between
entagon and hand normals. All curves start to ascen
ost linearly at the beginning, which indicates that fing
reshape with regard to the hand already at the onset of
ovement. After reaching the peak, curves decrease to

nal values, which depend on the object shape. It ca
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Fig. 6. Average angle trajectories between the pentagon and hand normal
vectors for all objects.

observed that, regardless of the object type or its extrinsic
characteristics, maximal angles always have the value of ap-
proximately 50◦. Comparing the time of maximal PSA in
Fig. 5and the time of maximal angle occurrence inFig. 6 it
can be observed that they are closely related.

3.3. The angle between the pentagon and the object
normal

Fig. 7 shows trajectories of the angles between the pen-
tagon and object normals, for all objects and their positions
and orientations.Fig. 7a presents the angle trajectories dur-
ing approaching to the block. When grasping the block in HO
orientation it can be noticed that the angle slightly increases
from the initial value of approximately 0◦ towards 30◦. The
situation is similar for the block in VE position where the
angle increases from approximately 90◦ towards 100◦. This
minor angular change leads to the assumption that the sub-
ject tends to preshape the fingers in such a manner that the
pentagon normal is aligned with the normal emanating from
the object grasping surface during the whole course of the ap-
proaching movement. The angular trajectories for perturbed
objects (PERT1, PERT2) confirm the latter observation since,
after the object reaches the final orientation (at approximately
80% of time), the angles attain similar values to those found
f
c n be-
f ence
b imits
d nta-
t

o ro-
t r,
t rox-
i on
n mal
e pe of

Fig. 7. Average angle trajectories between pentagon and object normal
(±S.D.) for (a) block, (b) cylinder, and (c) plate. Vertical lines represent
start and end-point of object perturbance.

the curve remains the same, regardless of the object position
or perturbation.

In case of the plate (Fig. 7c) when the hand rotates toward
the object and when the fingers preshape, the angle decreases
from the initial value of 90◦ toward the final value of 35◦. The
curves were weakly influenced by the object perturbation.
or static objects (positions HO and VE inFig. 7a). In PERT1
ase, the angle trajectory starts to slightly increase eve
ore the onset of the perturbance. However, the differ
etween angles for PERT1 and HO cases is within the l
efined by standard deviation for static block in HO orie

ion.
To grasp the cylinder and the plate, the hand had t

ate from the initial position by 90◦. In case of the cylinde
he pentagon-cylinder angle similarly changes from app
mately 0◦ to 100◦ (Fig. 7b), which means that the pentag
ormal almost perpendicularly aligns with the object nor
manating from the top surface of the cylinder. The sha
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It is interesting to observe that while the pentagon-cylinder
angle trajectory continuously increases as fingers gradually
preshape with regard to the object (Fig. 7b) the pentagon-plate
angle trajectory on the other hand becomes saddle shaped,
with the interval of constant angular values (between ap-
proximately 35 to 85% of time). The reason could be the
fact that the initial hand-plate distance is lower than the dis-
tance between the hand and the cylinder (for all positions).
Thus, while in case of the cylinder the hand gradually rotates
during the whole duration of the movement, the subject has
to act more quickly in case of the plate. He quickly rotates
the hand in the first 35% of time (causing the decrease of
pentagon-plate angle) and then continues to transport it to-
wards the object at the same orientation and closes the fingers
for grasp only in the closest vicinity of the object (85–100%
of time).

4. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, a method for quantitative estimation of
human prehension during reaching-to-grasp movement was
proposed. The approach makes use of a planar pentagon,
which is obtained by interconnecting the tips of adjacent
fingers. Several pentagon characteristics were analyzed and
proposed as parameters for quantitative evaluation of hand
p
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follow the maximal hand opening represented by peak PSA.
This leads to the conclusion that at the onset of hand closure,
fingers always tend to preshape with regard to the hand in an
equivalent way, regardless of the target characteristics. At the
end of the hand enclosure, in the closest vicinity of the ob-
ject, fingers preshape with respect to the object, which leads
to different final pentagon-hand angles for different objects.

According to another hypothesis stated by MacKenzie and
Iberall [3,17], in order to obtain a stable grasp, fingers tend
to be placed on the object surface in such a way that the
line connecting the thumb and index finger is perpendicular
to the surface on both sides. With having in mind the new
aspect of prehension description presented in this study, the
hypothesis can be generalized with regard to all five fingers.
According to the angles between the pentagon and block nor-
mals, all fingers tend to preshape in such a manner that the
pentagon plane is more or less parallel to the block surface
(Fig. 7a). When grasping the cylindrical object, subjects tend
to preshape fingers in such a way as to obtain the perpendic-
ular alignment between the pentagon normal and the normal
emanating from the top surface of the cylinder (Fig. 7b).

Several aspects of hand prehension described by the pen-
tagon concept were exposed in this work. The pentagon con-
cept provides plenty of information concerning grasping dur-
ing the reaching-to-grasp movement. In our opinion, the pen-
tagon concept gives a new hitherto unexplored perspective
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The pentagon surface area describes hand openin

ng the approaching phase. Jeannerod[4] has identified tha
and aperture correlates with the object size and that the

mum aperture occurs in the second half of the movem
t 60–80% of the approaching phase[16]. Our study con
rms his statement. The maximal PSA (Fig. 5), representin
aximal hand opening, has the highest values for the la
bjects, although this relation is not linear (maximal P
alues for a thin plate are only slightly lower than those
cylinder). The orientation of the object influences the

ers preshaping in the case when changing orientatio
n object causes a change in the size of object surfa
hich the hand approaches. When changing the block
ntation from horizontal to vertical, different maximal P
alues were obtained, while different orientations of the p
id not influence maximal PSA values. Position changes
erturbations of the cylinder, during which the size of the

ect surface to which the hand approaches remains the
id not influence the hand opening at all. On the other h
n orientation perturbation of the block causes a larger
pening than when grasping a static block. In conclusio
an say that the object orientation, position or perturba
nfluence the PSA only in the case they change the si
bject surface to which the hand approaches.

MacKenzie and Iberall[3] stressed the hypothesis that p
haping the hand seems to be fundamentally different
nclosing the hand around the object. Our findings a
entagon-hand angle support their hypothesis. Maxima
les always have constant values (Fig. 6) and immediatel
,

owards the evaluation of grasping, whose various as
hould be further investigated. We can conclude that the
agon approach involves all five fingers and is therefore m
nformative than hand aperture used in previous studie[6].
uture directions of research include measurements i

ients (post-stroke, incomplete spinal cord injuries, mu
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